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Transport
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Optimize the
performance of your
vehicle fleet,
reduce costs and
save time of
management.
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WHAT IS
SITCA?
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SITca is a software for freight transport companies land, 
either packaged or in bulk.

With our system, your company will have a platform
friendly and easy-to-use website where you can maintain a
record and detailed control of their operations, orders of
production, containers, travel, among others.

With SITca you will get
few steps every
documents associated with
Ministry of Transport,
letting you have it all
ready to start the journey
correspondent.



Client administration
Up to date record of your customers.

Sistema de turnos
Creation of shifts for admission
tidy.

Toll control
List of tolls and concessionaires with
their respective rates.

Rate Manager
Standard list of routes with value and
validity.

Production Order
Planning of next services and
trips.

Transmission to the RNDC
Documents duly authorized by 
the Ministry of Transport in a few 
seconds.

Inventories
Control of entrances and exits of
cellar. Know what will come to your
installations with “cross docking”.
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Account control
Settlement of tolls

per trip, payment of
dealers by

Toll.

Risk control of
third parties

Study with approval
of drivers and

vehicles.

Relocation control

From containers
load control and
download from
locations in X, Y 

and Z.

Characteristic



Characteristic

Routes
Origin, destination, distance,
time, number of tolls.

Tolls
List of tolls and fees for
vehicle.

Transmission
to the RNDC

Generate all documents
respective to the trip, as an order
cargo, consignment and manifest,
from the same interface,
saving steps and time.

Get the respective number
authorization from the
Ministry of Transport in
few seconds.

Tolls and posts
control

keep track
updated of all tolls
and dealers in the country, with
the rates established in each
one of these according to the 
type of vehicle.

Make a list of positions
control at different points
of the country, in order to 
increase the security of both
driver as of the commodity.
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Routes and rates

Set default routes where you can know 
the distances between origin and 
destination, time duration of the route 
and the number of tolls.

In addition, define rates according to 
route, service unit, type of vehicle and
trailer.

inventories

With SITca you can use the “cross
docking” in order to know in advance 
when and how much Merchandise will 
arrive at your facilities.

Check the inputs and outputs of
inventories, stocks and the Kardex.
In addition, generate outputs with 
guidance from remission.

GPS
Know the location of vehicle, 
tracking everything time, 
regardless of Location.

With this tool will have 
knowledge timing of incidents,
tanks, tires and management
of arrests.

Characteristic
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Parking
Vehicles in parking lot,
entrance control and

outlets, location
containers.

Shifts
Shift generation for

entrance to parking lot,
status display.

Management
Rate management,

customer management,
senders and recipients.

Production Order
Plan upcoming services and trips,
defining the client, the products and 
the quantity, origin and destination, 
route and rate. From this order
production will be able to generate 
the order of load, remittance 
and manifest.

Billing and reports

Keep an up-to-date record and
detail of the different expenses
generated during the trip, such as
advances, freight or per diem. Likewise,
generate the respective reports
billing and settlement.

Characteristic
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Module
Package

This modality is characterized by carrying
door-to-door service to different cities
and populations of the country, collecting and
delivering packages to various recipients.
They also handle frequent shipments of
merchandise, including from a
printed document, even raw materials or
finished products.

Package module processes
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Process of origin and destination guides
Generation of guides, approximate quoter, know
guide generated and starts the collection process. 
East portal has the ability to view the status of the
guide from its generation to its delivery.

Collection and delivery equipment
Parameterization of resource work teams
human, who is in charge of collection and delivery
of your merchandise and ensure the final delivery 
of the merchandise, and are responsible for the load.

Allocation of guides to remittance
Classification of guides by city of origin and
destination, to a consignment to be transmitted 
to the Ministry of Transport (RNDC) so that this
cargo is monitored and certified, as well as
delivery.



Features of the
package module:

In addition to controlling the SITca operation, it implements high 
technology in their processes, from better visualizations and bonus 
for clients in mobile devices, to hardware barcode control.
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- User-friendly interface.

- The client himself makes his guides.

- You can quote online.

- Cross-platform, you can
perform from any device
smart electronic.

- We have tracking APP of
load display.

- Barcode reader for allocation 
of guides to consignment.



Customer and Driver Apps

SITca has two Apps, one for the client and the driver or route leader
with which you can control the entire transport operation of burden.
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Client App
In the application there are two
modules, one for creating guides
new offices and the quoter what 
is a price simulator according to 
the parameters you define 
the client.

App Drivers
The route leader will have the
possibility of creating guides to
customers who pay in cash or
extra requests, see all guide 
routes, history and deliveries 
with data addressee.



Last Mille
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Features:
- Visualization of GPS traceability of the driver app.

- Upload guide compliment via app.

- Notifications via SMS or email about the different service states.

- Plan your routes, reduce operating costs and manage on time  real
 your deliveries.

- Administrative platform to control drivers, vehicles, deliveries, news 
among others.

- User app for tracking deliveries with notifications status, service rating.

-Aptp of driver where you can have visualization of deliveries
through additional stops, as well as intelligent routing.

This mode of transport refers to a transport management package, but, 
focused on the last journey, this means that It usually corresponds to the 
route that is made once they have been grouped.

Improved operations that will allow
your customers have an experience of
pleasant use and above all optimize
deliveries through MovilMove
in Last Mile.



Liquid type
to transport

Level of
Toxicity

Tolerance percentage
to be transported
with other liquids

What does the
transportation
liquid cargo?

Advantage of sitca

Liquid Cargo
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It is characterized by transporting 
products in a liquid state, such as 
derivatives of petroleum (Gasoline and 
other fuels) chemical or food products.

Will give you security by identifying the 
type of substances that cannot be mixed 
with each other, as they could have an 
unfavorable reaction.



Customer Portal

Operations

Optimization

What does the
transportation

air cargo?

Importance in logistics
of air cargo transportation

Air Cargo
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The use of an airplane as a means of 
transport to carry merchandise between 
different destinations, this option is 
usually much faster.

Air cargo transportation resolves
immediately external factors that can 
make deliveries complex in addition to 
fast and safe all these drawbacks.



Proposal
of value

Our proposal includes:

1. Third party risk control.
2. Customer management and 
Control of accounts and checks.
3. Shift management, creation of
shifts for orderly entry.
4. Relocation control containers.
5. Loading and unloading control
of locations in X, Y and Z.
6. List of tolls and dealers with 
their respective rates.
7. Production Orders, upcoming 
planning services and travel.
8. Transmission to the RNDC.
9. Standard list of routes with
value and validity.

10. Control of entrances and exits
of warehouse.
11. Know what will reach your
installations with “cross docking”.
12. Advances, CRM.
13. Control of subpoenas and
arrests.
14. Control of tires and tanking.
15. Parking control, tracking check.
16. Billing, reports, Inventories.
17. Liquidation, Operation.
18. Container yard.
19. Resources, Human talent.

... and much more!
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Transport
Control
Software

Optimize the performance of
your vehicle fleet, reduce costs 
and save time management.
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